
 

MY/MH-630 High Speed Chenille Embroidery Machine  

 

Description: 

MH series is the High Speed model of chenille / loop, chain stitches 

embroidery machine. It is made of the latest high speed chenille heads 

(Max. 1200 SPM), which brings the fine quality chenille / loop, chain 

stitches, and the amazing productivity by up to 45 chenille heads. It is 

mainly applicable on kids wear, home textile, knitting wear, which are 

made of various natural cotton, artificial fabrics, leather. Your investment 

and earnings are secured by expertise of more than 20 years from MAYA 
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Features: 
- Maximum running speed at 1200 SPM, practical running speed at 1100 SPM  

- Latest original control system by the leading provider of full embroidery solution  

- All new steady, vibration-proof designed chassis for speedy, smooth and quiet 

embroidery 

- Powerful accurate controlling by customized servo motor system on main shaft and 

X/Y shaft 

- Full powerful servo motor system assures the speedy, precise looper turning on H 

shaft 

- Full powerful servo motor system assures the speedy, precise needle turning on D 

shaft  

- Efficient cooling system on servo motors to assure the long stable heavy duty 

running 

- Easy feasibility with more types / sizes of threads: acrylic, cotton, woolish, metallic, 

rayon 

- Patented all new high speed chenille head, maintenance free, more durable and 

quiet 

- Genuine parts and automatic air cleaning system safeguards continuous 24 hours 

running  

- Easy accessible cover on chenille head and base for easy maintenance, oiling and 

cleaning  

- More user friendly by the New Eco quiet technology on chenille control and 

mechanism 
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Configurations: 

- The latest original 10 inch OP Box, faster and safer control system than ever 

- Easy to manage embroidery machines and designs by network connection 

- Multiple popular languages are available, say NO to language obstacles 

- Massive storage memory up to 100 million stitches, and 800 designs, ever more; 

- Multi-task operation, edit designs, modify parameters on the running machine 

- Automatic shifting between standard embroidery and chenille / chain embroidery 

- Automatic setting and switching of 10 levels of needle height for different fabrics 

- Genuine imported Italy-made or German-made timing belts for X/Y motion 

- Genuine imported Italy-made or German-made timing belts for X/Y motion 

- High precision 1000 resolution embroidery-purpose-customized encoder 

- Made of all patented original components of high precision and durability 

- Made by all MAYA expertise of more than 20 years in embroidery machines 
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Parts: 

 
FH Type: 

 

   
 Model 

 Needles    Heads  Head Space Emb. Area Frame Length   Length/Width 

MH-62
4 

       6          24      250   550*1300   6300MM 7765*3115MM 

MH-62
7 

       6          27      250   550*1300   7050MM 8515*3115MM 

MH-63

0 

       6          30      250   550*1300   7800MM 9265*3115MM 

MH-63

6 

       6          36      250   550*1300   9300MM 10865*3168MM 
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Embroidery Gallery: 
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